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The Complete Guide to Edible Wild Plants, Mushrooms, Fruits, and Nuts: Finding, Identifying, and Cooking (Guide to Series)Falcon Guides, 2016

	
		
			Edible wild plants, mushrooms, fruits, and nuts grow along roadsides, amid country fields, and in urban parks. All manner of leafy greens, mushrooms, and herbs that command hefty prices at the market are bountiful outdoors and free for the taking. But to enjoy them,...
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Dietary Supplements and Functional FoodsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	The study of nutritional supplements has become increasingly important within orthodox establishments throughout the world, and as the market for these products continues to grow, so does the need for comprehensive scientifically sound information about these products, their properties and potential health effects. Geoffrey P. Webb, in this...
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Yoga Benefits Are in Breathing Less: Introduction to Yoga Spirit and Anatomy for BeginnersCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2012

	Yoga benefits, as ancient yoga books teach, are in breathing less air automatically and 24/7, even less than the tiny medical respiratory norm. Then one can expect more oxygen in the brain and other organs, and experience true benefits from yoga. Millions of people think and believe in a myth that yoga progress is about more and more difficult...
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Nutrition For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006
Health reporter Carol Ann Rinzler has produced a comprehensive  volume ideal for both occasional reference and a more in-depth  introduction to nutrition. Nutrition for Dummies discusses  vitamins, minerals, fat content, carbohydrates, and more, prescribing  practical ways to incorporate more nutritious eating into everyday  life....
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Raw Foods BibleGuru Beant Press, 2007
The name on this book implies that it is strictly about food. It is not. There are many factors that contribute to health and disease. This book will explore three main categories of health: Nutrition, lifestyle, and the mind/body connection. Picture a three-legged stool. If one of the legs is shorter than the other two the stool will be off...
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Fungi and Food SpoilageSpringer, 2009
This is the third edition of the definitive work on fungi in foods covering identification, isolation, enumeration, taxonomy, physiology and mycotoxin formation. High quality halftones provide a book of great value to food microbiologists, mycologists, food scientists and technologists and all those involved in food quality and safety.
...
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Weight Loss Surgery Cookbook For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	A practical, empowering guide to maintaining your weight after weight loss surgery


	Weight Loss Surgery Cookbook For Dummies is a book about food and maintenance: what foods to buy, how to prepare them, and how to enjoy a nutritious post-surgery diet. It helps you solidify new eating habits and enjoy some new recipes,...
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Diet Diversification and Health Promotion: European Academy of Nutritional Sciences (EANS) Conference, Vienna, May 2004 (Forum of Nutrition, Vol. 57)Karger, 2005

	About half of the global burden of disease is due to chronic noncommunicable diseases such as obesity, metabolic disorders, cardiovascular diseases and cancer, which are all related to modifiable risk factors such as unbalanced diet and malnutrition as well as determinants such as behavior and lifestyle. Dietary patterns during the last few...
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Advances in Deep-Fat Frying of FoodsCRC Press, 2008

	Combines Engineering Principles with Biochemistry Knowledge


	Battered fried foods consistently remain in high demand despite concerns about their health aspects, prompting food processors to develop new methods and alternative oils and batters in the name of healthy, tasty fried foods and high-performance,...
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Phytochemicals: Nutrient-Gene InteractionsCRC Press, 2006

	Understanding phytochemical–gene interactions provides the basis for individualized therapies to promote health as well as prevent and treat disease. The authors of Phytochemicals: Nutrient–Gene Interactions examine the interactions between phytochemicals and the human genome and discuss the impact these interactions have...
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Be the Solution: How Entrepreneurs and Conscious Capitalists Can Solve All the Worlds ProblemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Praise for Be the Solution


	"In the past, many believed you either went into 'public service' to do good, or you 'went into business' to make money. Few realized that the long-term success of business depends on serving people, not making money. Few realized that perhaps the best way to serve the...
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Obesity: Epidemiology, Pathophysiology, and Prevention (CRC Press series in Modern Nutrition Science)CRC Press, 2007

	The obesity epidemic has spawned an unlimited array of quick-fix, rapid weight loss plans and unproven pharmaceuticals. Dangerous side effects and rebound weight gain has made the cure seem worse than the syndrome itself and left people uncertain where to turn. The only way to safely deal with the global obesity problem is to develop...
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